
HOW TO WRITE A BRIEF AUTHOR BIOGRAPHY GRAPHIC ORGANIZER

Author Biography Research Organizer including citations! Short Biography Research Graphic Organizer Writing Lesson
Plans, Writing.

Provide computer time so students can gather additional information via the Internet. Discuss the similarities
between biographies and autobiographies. You may want to collect the completed graphic organizers to
review and make suggestions before returning to the students. Step 5: I normally wait approximately three
days before moving onto Part II. In addition, she provides innovative lesson ideas that you can implement into
your own curriculum. Allow students time to go over the steps and add to their graphic organizers. Give them
time to write and also remind them to review any appropriate editing steps so they can re-write. Are there any
titles you would like to add to your collection for next year? If you'd like, you may choose to read more about
Benjamin Franklin from any biographical resource you may have. Investigate Scientific Contributions:
Appreciate amazing research findings and inventions. Read the following to your students to pique interest:
Ingenuity, creativity and curiosity: These traits define the world's greatest inventors. Step 3: Tell students they
have the opportunity to learn many interesting facts they do not know about people when they explore
biographies. A Biography Teaches Life Lessons Even though the practical skills learned in school â€” how to
solve complex math problems, how to write an essay, or maybe even how to program a computer â€” are
important skills for career, there are other critical lessons students need. Acknowledge a Hero: Inspire others
with the accomplishments of personal hero, role model, mentor, or newsmaker. Write this outline on chart
paper so it can be posted and students can refer to it while writing. Students will write a biography. Allow at
least 30 minutes for students to browse through the many biographies you have provided. Have students cite
evidence of third-person point of view from the biography they read i. Tip: I separate these books into baskets
labeled with each category so students can quickly find books that meet their interests. Assignments Students
will complete an online tutorial. Describe its meaning and how it influenced other artists. Ask students to
make notes about the kinds of information about the person that are included in the biography. An auditory
learner will most likely glean more from a speech they hear than one they read. Have students trade
biographies with someone who read a different one. Home Connections Inform students' families in a note or
through your class newsletter whenever you begin a new genre in language arts. As a pioneer of technology
integration in Ontario public schools she was one of the first teachers to introduce the internet, video
conferencing, web design, and multimedia learning activities to teachers and students in the Halton Board.
Have students cite evidence from the reading to support their answer i. Both have the same kinds of
information, such as dates, information about childhood and family, achievements, and major events. A
Biography Integrates Curriculum and Technology An indepth investigation into a remarkable person can fit
into almost all curriculum areas: language arts, history, social studies, science, art, or computer studies. Then
have students compare answers and revise if necessary. Appreciate the Arts: Learn about an art period or
artistic style by studying a famous artist. Personal History: Who, when, and where are answered here, along
with why this person has become well known. Discuss with students any notable people they may already
know a great deal of information about, and who they may like to learn more about. Writing Assessment Did
students complete the graphic organizer correctly? You may also be interested in inviting parents to come in to
help students while they are doing the online tutorial or gathering information on the web.


